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University of Nebraska Press, United States, 1995. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book. A master of mystery and paradox, Wagner spent his life composing himself while
composing music. Written between 1864 and 1878, the essays in Art and Politics converge upon
Wagner s desire to define and reform German culture. He was deeply annoyed that Germany
seemed to satisfy itself with cheap theater, vulgar songs, and clumsy imitations of French art. In
What Is German? he declared that German culture must rise above the common ruck. Citing Music s
wonderman Johann Sebastian Bach as his precursor, Wagner fought to persuade his readers that
German culture had a historic destiny, and that destiny was shaped first and foremost by music. As
usual, embroiled in the defense of his operas and his person, Wagner recognized that his rescue
from attack and poverty could not be expected from Franco-Judaico-German democracy. He
instead fixed his hopes elsewhere: the embodied voucher for fundamental law, the Monarch. He
found himself at a turning point in his career. In 1864 King Ludwig II of Bavaria befriended Wagner
and gave him badly needed financial support. This alliance aroused Wagner s enemies into further
fits of...
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Complete guideline! Its this type of great read through. it absolutely was writtern quite perfectly and helpful. I am very happy to explain how this is
basically the best book i actually have read through during my personal life and can be he very best book for at any time.
-- Joshua Gerhold PhD-- Joshua Gerhold PhD

A very awesome book with perfect and lucid reasons. It really is basic but shocks within the 50 percent of the book. Its been designed in an exceptionally
easy way and is particularly merely right after i finished reading this ebook where in fact changed me, change the way i think.
-- Meagan Roob-- Meagan Roob
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